Art and Design Year 9 Natural Form 100% SHEET
Drawing – Blocking Technique

Technique - Brusho

Use the blocking technique to help you plan all
drawings. The technique involves creating a quick,
rough sketch of the object(s) you are studying. You
can plan how you are going to use your space
(perspective) and see how your drawing is going to
look before finalising your ideas, Remember to press
very lightly with your pencil.
When you are happy with your layout, go over your
drawing adding more detail.

Brusho is a water based paint powder that is available
in a wide range of colours.

Artist – Angie Lewin

Presentation - Backgrounds

Angie Lewin is a British
printmaker famous for working in linocut, wood
engraving, lithography and screen printing. She
is inspired by natural flora found in the UK. She
creates prints, watercolours, textiles and
wallpapers.

You should always prepare a background for your
work, whether it be in your sketchbook, on paper or
for a final piece.
There are many ways you could create an effective
background, below are a few ideas:
Coffee wash
Watercolour wash
Collage
Paint splats
Brusho

Artist – Ernst Haeckel

Presentation - Mounting

Brusho creates bold and vibrant patterns very quickly.
Brusho is ideal for creating backrounds or adding
splashes of colour to drawings.
Brusho can be used wet on wet, it can be sprinkled onto
paper or mixed with water and sprayed.
Brusho can be very difficult to control and is best used
to create abstract designs/patterns. Bleach can be
used when painting with Brusho.
Brusho can also be used to dye other materials such as
fabric and wood.

Drawing – Top 5 Tones

Technique - Pencil

You want your drawings to look as effective and
realistic as possible! In order to achieve this you
must include the top 5 tones:
Light, medium, dark, highlight and shadow.
If you include all of these, you will create a
drawing that shows a contrast of light and dark
and create an illusion of form, depth and distance.

Having a range of sketching pencils will help you
create the perfect drawing.
Pencils are put into either a H or B category.
B means soft. A 2B pencil is perfect for outlining.
The higher the number e.g. 6b, the darker the
pencil will be.
H means hard lead. The higher the number on a H
pencil, the lighter the mark it will make.
Generally harder leads are used for roughly
creating your drawings, softer leads are used for
filling out drawings and adding darker, final lines.

Drawing – Shading

Technique - Biro

Your shading should be as light and tight as
possible with a gentle gradation from dark to light.
Shading can be used to create the top 5 tones.
When creating darker tones don’t try to create
them in one application by pressing harder with
your pencil, build up the shade using layers.

A biro or ball point pen, is a pen that dispenses ink
over a metal ball.
There are a wide range of mark making techniques
that can be created using a biro. Biro creates bold and
sharp lines that can be finely applied.
They are also useful for outlining wet work when a fine
liner would not be suitable as the ink would bleed.
Be careful – once drawn, biro marks cannot be
erased.

Drawing - Blending

Technique - Watercolour Paint

Blending is used to soften the lines
that you draw and to merge different
shades together. This helps each
shade flow smoothly into the next and
creates a very soft and realistic tone.

Watercolour paints are great for creating a range of
different effects. The strength of the colour can be
changed depending on how much water you use.
Colours can be very easily merged together.
Use lots of water and a thick brush to create quick,
opaque backgrounds. Use a little water and a fine
brush to add strong colour to your work.

How you position your work in your book or on a board
can make a huge difference. It is important that you
carefully plan where each piece is going to go.

Ernst Haeckel was a German
biologist, naturalist and artist. He discovered
and named thousands of new species and this
clearly inspired his art work. Hr created
paintings using watercolour. Haeckel only
ever created drawings of what he had seen.
His work is extremely detailed and intricate, so
much so, that’s some of his drawings are still
used in textbooks today.

Artist – Daniel Zeller

Wait until you have all the pieces for a page/board before
sticking them down. You will then be able to experiment
with a variety of layouts.
Below are a few rules you should stick to:
Do not stick too close to the edge.
Make sure all edges are cut neatly and are straight.
Try to position pieces vertically or horizontally – do not
work diagonally.
Experiment with layering some pieces.

Presentation – Tie in Tags
Tie in tags add an extra dimension to your sketch book
and can really improve presentation. They can also be a
great way of helping you to include things on your page
that you have run out of space for.

Daniel Zeller is a contemporary
American artist. His work is based on
microscopic views of natural matter. He
uses graphite or ink and acrylic on
paper. Zellers pieces have been
compared to many things – satellite
views of distant countries, a
microscopic image of an organic mass
and a briefly retained image of a
dream. His work draws interest and
encourages viewers to come closer
and closer to take a look.

You could include extra drawings, evaluations or analysis
of art work on your tags.
Your tag can be cut into any shape and could be made
from coloured paper or card. You could even get creative
with your string by plaiting it or choosing a colour that
matches your pages.
Presentation – Creative Lettering
Most of your work will require a title and you should think
about how you present this.
Research different font styles, think about what style of
font will go best with your work.
Use stencils if you are struggling to create neat lettering or
consider using printed text.

